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All district forms. One Solution.

Driving data collection consistency and privacy



Agenda

Deck:  5 min
● Welcome
● Overview of clevr
● The data collection challenge
● How we help NY districts 

 

Demo: 20 min 
● LIVE Demo

○ Dashboard
○ NY forms
○ Data integration
○ Data extracts
○ Reporting
○ Printouts

Q&A: 5 min
● Q&A
● Link to Company Page

 





teacher appraisals
student services referral

laptop loaner
building use request form

work orders
requisition form

emergency response plan
special education transition plan

onboarding forms
student registration

field trip forms
expense reimbursement

meeting notes
violent threat risk assessment

safe schools plan
reimbursement of expenses

reading assessments
behavior support plan

ticketing help desk
school improvement plan

literacy data collection
self-evaluations

multi-rater appraisal
new hire forms

individualized education plan
meeting log

adaptive learning plan
numeracy data collection

improvement plan
ELL benchmarks

concussion report
student profile

classroom profile
performance appraisal

alternative transportation
student incident report

accident and injury report
vice-principal growth plan

principal growth plan
EA appraisals

staff onboarding
teacher growth plan

school improvement plan
staff incident report

funding requests
enrichment plan

career goals / next move
summative report form

employee mental health / well being
change requests

staff portfolio
professional development 

reimbursement of expenses
contract supply teachers evaluation

teacher training profile
permanent support staff appraisal

classroom observations
log of teaching practice

clerical performance appraisal 
progress report

leadership frameworks
requests for field trip approval

requisition form
teacher enhanced supervision

* new COVID-19 forms
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online forms

Data Solution Gap
gather information

adaptable
peripheral forms

SIS
HRMS
O365

Google Suite
Adobe PDF



clevr is trusted for data

consistency and privacy



what is the true cost of 

Manual 
Forms?



K-12 experience

15 Years



coast to coast

140+ Districts



     Company confidential. Do not distribute. 

Recent Clients



shared forms

+1,000 Initiatives



guarantee

Unlimited Forms





clevr is the #1 provider of

online forms 
designed for K12
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clevr is going to improve the flow of communication 
and increase transparency around the support we 
deliver to our students.
Kate Kerr, Director of Instruction for Inclusive Education

“ ”
District Overview

Location: British Columbia
Students: 3,300
Schools: 13

Challenge

The district wanted to increase transparency and efficiency 
related to their central Referral System and workflow. Fillable 
forms were costing Inclusion Teachers valuable time 
manually entering information, emailing documents, with 
little to no visibility into the referral status, team meeting 
notes, and action plan for each student. Hundreds of 
referrals were received every year, and each one had to be 
re-entered into a central Referral System, which teachers did 
not have access to. Service Professionals like SLPs and 
OTs were not made aware of new referrals until the next 
time they logged on. Teachers communicating with parents 
felt disconnected from the process, searching for emails, 
and contacting the service professionals directly for updates. 

Solution

Referrals are now captured in clevr, using role-based 
permissions and integration with the SIS (MyEdBC) to 
pre-populate fields and validate student information. A 
complete history of all referrals made for that student is 
easily accessed via the Student Profile. Workflow is 
fully automated and tracked within a Notifications Board 
and the flow of communication is no longer impacted by 
staff changes. Principals, Inclusion Teachers, and 
District staff have the ability to query the system and 
see real-time data on the number of referrals for each 
support area. Inclusion Teachers have more time to 
spend with students and empowered with relevant 
information to pass along to parents. 
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We worked for about 2 years to bring in an e-forms and workflow solution. 
Through an RFP process we selected clevr. They are Education Law 2-d 
compliant and we're pleased to launch clevr as one of our new services.

Jeffrey Luks, Manager, Student Services 

Challenge

Capital Region BOCES was seeking proposals for 
Forms and Workflow Software as requested by the 
Northeast Regional Information Center (NERIC). The 
BOCES sought to procure a robust, easy to configure 
and use software solution that can create forms and 
workflows to automate processes, notifications and 
approvals to increase efficiencies in various business 
processes of the BOCES and school districts served 
by NERIC. Security and protection of personally 
identifiable information and safeguards associated with 
industry standards and best practices, was of the 
utmost importance. 

Solution

clevr, a vendor-hosted (cloud) solution was awarded 
the bid for Forms and Workflow Software. Among the 
system requirements included: the ability to create a 
repository for forms and workflow templates to share 
regionally, and ensure security for staff and student 
sensitive PII data. The Northeastern Regional 
Information Center (NERIC), a division of BOCES, is a 
consortium of school districts as well as a computer 
systems integrator for approximately 137 public and 
over 65 non-public K-12 school districts in 
northeastern New York State. clevr is the exclusive 
partner to supply Forms and Workflow Software to 
these districts on a renewable contract.

“
”

Agency Overview

Location: New York State
Districts Served: 202
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Some of the larger districts might have their own dedicated staff 
to support forms, but we share resources with the BOCES and 
really wanted a consistent, sustainable system that we could 
manage on our own.
Jesse Coburn, Superintendent

“
”

District Overview

Location: New York
Students: 575
Schools: 1
Staff: 96

Challenge

The Building Use Form was a multi-step paper based process 
that the district wanted to streamline and transition to a 
centralized electronic system. Initially trying Google Forms with 
limited success, finding it to be very complex and also requiring 
dedicated staff for technical support and troubleshooting forms. 
The district wanted to find a consistent, sustainable solution 
with minimal technical resources required. Enabling outside 
groups and organizations to request facilities and special 
equipment, attaching their certificate of insurance, and 
triggering notifications to the appropriate approvers i.e. Athletic 
Director, Head of Building and Grounds, and Superintendent. 
Reduction of paper copies and freeing up space were the main 
drivers for finding a better solution. 

Solution

clevr provided a highly efficient system to house multiple 
forms, with notifications, e-signatures, cost calculation and 
record retention all-in-one. Conditional submissions based 
on whether the certificate of insurance was uploaded 
considerably reduced the amount of time chasing down 
paperwork. Next, the district introduced the elementary 
department and rolled out the Universal Pre-Kindergarten 
Application. Filtering based on date stamps and helpful 
tooltips for parents to guide them through the process, as 
well as notifications to parents regarding the status and any 
missing information. Also parents can upload the child’s 
birth certificate and proof of residency directly on the form. 
Parents appreciate the convenience and ease of use. 



any questions off the top?
any specific areas of interest?

pause

Before the Tour
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